
Holden Commodore Sedan - 1997-2004 VT, VU, VX & VY 2004-2006 VZ
CHeVroleT lUmIna/CaPrICe. GTo/monaro
Established in 1950, Pedders Suspension is Australia’s number one Shock 
Absorber Steering & Suspension Specialist and we are proud to be the only 
specialist chain of franchised suspension stores in the world.  

Australia is home to the Holden Commodore and through constant feedback 
from our extensive franchise store and dealer network we are able to bring 
to you our quality range of steering and suspension products designed to 
enhance the ride and handling on your Holden Commodore.

ProdUCT HIGHlIGHTS
Shocks
Touring Black Gas: The Touring Black Gas series brings many of the high 
performance qualities of gas pressurised shock absorbers within the reach 
of motorists on a budget.
Comfort Gas: Comfort Gas with VRD Pedders Comfort Gas shocks, struts and 
cartridges with Velocity Responsive Damping (VRD) feature the world’s most 
advanced “responsive” shock absorber technology.
Sports ryder: Gas Sports Ryder Shock Absorbers, Sealed Struts and  
Cartridges Pedders’ premium performance shocks, struts and cartridges, 
built to provide superior handling without compromising ride comfort.
Sports ryder extreme X: For the ultimate in performance shock absorbers, 
Pedders has the Sports Ryder eXtreme X - a high performance coil over shock 
for the ultimate street car.

 

Springs
Heavy duty Coil Springs: Heavy duty replacement coil springs, in standard 
and raised heights. Ideal for towing and load carrying applications.
Sports ryder Coil Springs: The premium range of lowered coils for all  
performance applications.

Strut mounts
With the 5851 Pedders have redesigned the steel reinforcement plates to 
reduce the internal stress’s applied to the mount. Along with redesigning the 
mouldings and using improved rubber the 5851 improves longevity.

Compared to the OE equivalent the 5851 strut mount restricts flex and  
improves handling and shock absorption, providing the owner with precise 
turn in and improved drivability.

Front Sway Bar links
Pedders 424151 features high performance ball socket link with alloy 
mounts which replaces the original rubber bushes.  Other additional 
features include: Chrome plated assembly, Heavy duty rod, Smooth  
articulation, Stops bush deflection resulting in less body roll and Effectively 
increases sway bar rate by up to 12.8%.

radius rod Bush options
The EP9166E economy radius rod bush provides an improved urethane 
mounting for the front of the radius rod with a fixed castor position .25  
degrees more positive than OE.
 
The EP9166 premium alignment bush provides an improved urethane  
mounting for the front of the radius rod and also allows full castor adjustment  
ia the supplied shim kit. It also comes with a unique bell shaped front  
mounting washer that may be fitted 2 ways to provide a “comfort” or a 
“sports” setting for the firmness of the bush.
 

Straight advice, specialists you understand and...

Note: Please see our catalogue for the complete range of parts available for 
this vehicle.

EP9166 EP9166E



Front Shock absorbers
Touring Black Gas•	
Comfort Gas•	
Sports Ryder•	
Extreme X Coilover•	

Front alignment Products
Caster Shim•	

rear alignment Products
Toe Adjustment•	
Camber Adjustment•	

Front Sway Bar links/ Bushes
Link Kits•	
Heavy Duty•	
Extra Heavy Duty•	
Urethane Link & D Bushes•	
Sports•	

rear Sway Bar links/ Bushes
Link Kits•	
Heavy Duty•	
Extra Heavy Duty•	
Replacement EP D + Links•	

Front Sway Bars
Sports •	
Adjustable Sports•	

rear Sway Bars
Sports •	
Adjustable Sports•	

lower Inner Bushes
Heavy Duty•	
Urethane•	
Rubber•	

Ball Joints

Tower Bars
Sports Ryder•	

CV Shafts

outer Tie rod ends

radius rod Bush
Urethane•	

radius rod

Front lower Control arms
Heavy Duty•	

Front Hubs

Front Bump Stop Kits
Bump Stop •	
Boot•	
Strut mount•	

Front Springs
Heavy Duty Standard•	
Heavy Duty Raised•	
Sports Ryder Standard•	
Sports Ryder Lowered•	

rear Springs
Heavy Duty Standard•	
Heavy Duty Raised•	
Sports Ryder Standard•	
Sports Ryder Lowered•	

rear Cross member
Bushes•	
IRS X Cross Mount Bush•	
Urethane Diff Insert•	

Power Steering Gears
Remanufactured•	
Coolers•	
Pumps•	
Hoses•	

rear Shock absorbers
Touring Black Gas•	
Comfort Gas•	
Sports Ryder•	


